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Abstract
Wavelength routed optical networks have emerged as a technology that can eectively utilize the enormous bandwidth of the optical ®ber. Wavelength converters play an important role in enhancing the ®ber utilization and reducing
the overall call blocking probability of the network. As the distortion of the optical signal increases with the increase in
the range of wavelength conversion in optical wavelength converters, limited range wavelength conversion assumes
importance. Placement of wavelength converters is a NP complete problem [K.C. Lee, V.O.K. Li, IEEE J. Lightwave
Technol. 11 (1993) 962±970] in an arbitrary mesh network. In this paper, we investigate heuristics for placing limited
range wavelength converters in arbitrary mesh wavelength routed optical networks. The objective is to achieve near
optimal placement of limited range wavelength converters resulting in reduced blocking probabilities and low distortion
of the optical signal. The proposed heuristic is to place limited range wavelength converters at the most congested
nodes, nodes which lie on the long lightpaths and nodes where conversion of optical signals is signi®cantly high. We
observe that limited range converters at few nodes can provide almost the entire improvement in the blocking probability as the full range wavelength converters placed at all the nodes. Congestion control in the network is brought
about by dynamically adjusting the weights of the channels in the link thereby balancing the load and reducing the
average delay of the trac in the entire network. Simulations have been carried out on a 12-node ring network, 14-node
NSFNET, 19-node European Optical Network (EON), 28-node US long haul network, hypothetical 30-node INET
network and the results agree with the analysis. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
WDM wavelength convertible optical networks
have potential to meet the exponential growth in
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the user trac catering to the needs of divergent
requirements such as high bandwidth online
medical applications, real-time rocket and satellite
communications, secure transaction processing in
federated databases, defense applications, multimedia trac, supercomputer interconnects along
with smaller bandwidth requirements of voice,
data and many other applications to millions of
users [2]. The enormous mismatch between the low
loss usable optical ®ber bandwidth (50 THz) and
the peak electronic speed (10 Gb/s) has led to the
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phenomenal growth of the WDM technology.
Wavelength routed networks have evoked keen
interest as they are able to provide improved network capacity, reliability, simple network management and independence from modulation
format and bit rate. The optical transmission
bandwidth is split into a number of non-interfering
and non-overlapping wavelength communication
channels each operating asynchronously on a different wavelength and at dierent bit rates
throwing challenges to design and develop suitable
network architectures, protocols and algorithms
[3]. An all-optical wavelength routed network allows connections to be set up between arbitrary
source±destination pairs without the signal undergoing opto-electronic conversion at the intermediate nodes. Wavelength routing provides the
network with the ability to localize information
¯ow, thereby allowing the same wavelength to be
reused in spatially disjoint segments of the network. This capability is of paramount importance
in the design of wide area all-optical networks
[4,5].
The WDM photonic network consists of
wavelength routing nodes interconnected by a pair
of unidirectional optical ®bers. The wavelength
routing nodes are capable of switching the optical
signals dynamically based on their wavelength on
the arrival of the signal at the input port [6]. These
routing nodes are composed of a set of wavelength
multiplexers, photonic switches and wavelength
demultiplexers. The wavelength routing nodes can
be classi®ed into (i) nodes with wavelength conversion capabilities which can convert an incoming
optical signal on a wavelength to another outgoing
wavelength and (ii) nodes without wavelength
conversion capabilities in which the incoming and
outgoing optical signals are on the same wavelength [7,8].
A lightpath connection between two nodes
along a route is an optical path with or without
wavelength conversion. If a connection is set up
using only a single wavelength on all the links
along the path, then it satis®es wavelength continuity constraint. Wavelength routed optical networks with converters have been able to address
the problem of capacity utilization, failure recovery and scalability. It is possible to assign wave-

lengths on a link-by-link basis thereby relaxing the
wavelength continuity constraint. It facilitates
nodes to overcome link and channel failures by
allowing local rather than global recon®guration
in the network. It is of interest to note that
wavelength converters are very expensive and at
present all-optical converters are only capable of
limited range wavelength conversion. In light of
these optical constraints, researchers have tried to
focus on the algorithms for placement of limited
range wavelength converters.
This paper explores the impact of limited
range wavelength converters vis-a-vis the full
range wavelength converters and proposes a
heuristic for determining the placement of limited range wavelength converters at a subset of
the nodes of the network in order to reduce
signal distortion. An analytical model is derived
for the placement of limited range wavelength
converters in a ring. We have proposed a heuristic algorithm to place limited range wavelength converters in arbitrary mesh networks at
a limited number of nodes and have shown that
the performance is almost the same as that of a
network with full range wavelength conversions
at all the nodes. The routing technique reduces
the number of cascaded wavelength conversions
and the wavelength assignment algorithm limits
the range of the wavelength conversion enhancing the optical signal quality. The average delay,
congestion and blocking probability is improved
by using the dynamically varying state of the
network.
The paper is organized into the following sections. Section 2 presents the wavelength converter
technology, its components and a review of related
work. The network model and the auxiliary graph
is described in Section 3. Section 4 addresses the
problem of placement of limited range wavelength
converters, congestion control and blocking
probability in a ring and arbitrary mesh networks.
An analytical model for optimal placement of
limited range wavelength converters is developed
for a ring network in Section 5. Algorithms for the
problem are provided in Section 6. Simulation and
example networks are given in Section 7. Numerical results are presented in Section 8. Section 9
contains the conclusions.
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2. Related work
A wavelength converter can translate the optical signal on one wavelength at the input port
to another wavelength at the output port.
Wavelength converters increase the complexity
and cost of the switch in addition to the protocols
and algorithms required to manage them [9±11].
Wavelength converter can be dedicated to each
channel, or can be shared by a group of channels
to reduce the cost [1]. A dedicated converter bank
can be provided to each link or to each node.
There are two types of wavelength converters:
Optoelectronic converters and all-optical converters. In opto-electronic wavelength conversion,
the signal is converted into the electronic form
and the resulting signal is modulated on a different wavelength, but the advantage of the alloptical transmission and switching is sacri®ced
[12]. In all-optical wavelength converters, wavelength conversion from input to output wavelength remains entirely in the optical domain.
They can be classi®ed into three groups, (i) gain
saturation ampli®er based on Injection current
[13]; (ii) Coherent converters: Four Wave Mixing
(FWM) [14] and Semiconductor Optical Ampli®ers (SOAs) [15] (iii) optical control gate converters [16].
FWM converters are transparent to signal
format, operate at high bit rates and convert
several WDM channels simultaneously [14,15,17],
but their conversion eciency is low (ÿ20 dB)
and hence the S/N ratio of the converted optical
signals needs to be improved especially if converters are to be cascaded. The most promising is
the optical control gate converter. It is extremely
simple, polarization insensitive and power ecient [16,18]. Wavelength converters increase
wavelength reuse which is dependent on four
factors, namely, the network size and topology,
the trac distribution in the network, the number of wavelengths, and the Routing and
Wavelength Assignment algorithm [19]. A particularly interesting analysis about wavelength
reuse factor is available in [19,20]. Wavelength
convertible networks support higher loads. Extensive study of load in ring networks are
available in [21±25].
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The impact of wavelength converters on the
performance of wavelength routed networks has
been explored by simulation and various analytical models. In [1], a shortest path routing
algorithm is used to reduce the number of converters leading to the concept of share-pernode or share-per-link wavelength convertible
switch, but the complexity of the algorithm is
O n4 w2 , where n is the number of wavelength
routers and w is the number of wavelengths per
®ber link. A faster algorithm of O n2 w2  is developed in [26]. Ramaswami and Sivarajan [19]
have derived a lower bound for blocking probabilities with and without wavelength converters.
In [27], a generalized reduced load approximation scheme has been used to compute the
blocking probabilities for the optical network
employing ®xed routing for arbitrary topology
with path lengths of at most three hops. It is
accurate and computationally intensive and
therefore tractable only for networks with a
small number of nodes.
Chlamtac et al. [28] have presented an ecient
algorithm in O k  nkn time complexity, where
k is the number of wavelengths per ®ber and n is
the number of nodes to optimally route lightpaths taking link and wavelength conversion
costs into consideration. Barry and Humblet [29]
have derived expressions for blocking probabilities in paths with and without wavelength converters and examined the eects of path length,
number of wavelengths and switch size on the
network performance. Similarly, in [20], approximate analytical expressions for overall blocking
probabilities have been derived for various network topologies. Barry and Humblet [30] have
derived a lower bound on the number of
switching states in a network with wavelength
converters. In [31], it is shown that wavelength
converters causes insigni®cant reduction in
blocking probability at light loads, whereas at
medium loads, the gain is signi®cant. Alternate
routing with wavelength converters reduces
blocking probability, but introduces network instability [32].
Subramaniam et al. [33] have presented a
probabilistic model to estimate the performance of
optical networks with sparse wavelength conver-
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sion. In [34], an attempt is made to study the eect
of wavelength conversion under dynamic nonPoisson trac input. The model predicts that trac
peakedness plays a critical role in determining the
blocking performance while the wavelength conversion is insensitive to trac peakedness over a
large range. Gerstel et al. [22,35] were ®rst to examine limited wavelength conversion for ring
networks under a non-probabilistic model. In [25],
a non-probabilistic analysis for tree networks and
networks of arbitrary topology has been presented.
Multi®ber solution as an alternative to wavelength conversion has been explored in [36,37].
The analysis is an extension of the work in [29]. In
this approach, the number of ®bers to be minimized are more important than the number of
wavelengths. In [38], limited wavelength conversion based on FWM has been investigated. It assumes link load and wavelength independence.
The conversion eciency drops with increasing
range. The wavelength conversion with as little as
one-fourth the full range gives a good performance
while half of the full range wavelength conversion
delivers almost all of the performance improvement. In [39], placement of wavelength converters
in a path under uniform and non-uniform loads
has been investigated. Sharma and Varvarigos [40]
have studied limited range wavelength conversion
for mesh networks over a wide range of network
loads.

Fig. 1. Physical topology.

3. Network model

· Blocking probability is the ratio of the number of
lightpath requests rejected to the number of
lightpath connections requested.
· Load is the rate of connection requests per unit
time. One Erlang load is the number of calls per
unit call holding time.
· Congestion is the utilization of the heaviest loaded link in the network.
· Realizing a virtual topology for a set of lightpaths known apriori is called static lightpath
establishment (SLE).
· Determining a route for the lightpath requests
that arrive in real time without aecting the existing lightpaths is called dynamic lightpath establishment (DLE).
· The wavelength conversion gain is the ratio of
the dierence in the blocking probabilities with
and without wavelength converters and the
blocking probability without wavelength converters.

3.1. De®nitions

3.2. Physical network as a graph

· The Physical topology (Fig. 1) consists of wavelength routing nodes interconnected by a pair of
unidirectional ®ber links.
· A lightpath is established by the allocation of a
wavelength on each link of the path between
the source and the destination.
· The virtual topology is the set of lightpaths established between the nodes of the network.
· Same wavelength can be used in the disjoint
paths of the network and is termed as Wavelength Reuse.

Let Gp  V ; E be a graph representing the
physical network topology and E  f vi ; vj  j
vi ; vj 2 V ^ vi 6 vj g be a ®nite set of links. Let
s; d 2 V be two distinct nodes of the graph Gp
and jV j  N , where N is the number of nodes in
the network. A path P from s to d in the graph
is a sequence of edges represented by P 
f v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vkÿ1 ; vk g, where v1  s, vk  d and
vi ; vi1  2 E. Let Cl be the cost function associated
with the edges of the graph Gp de®ned as
Cl : VXV ! I, where I is the set of integers.
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3.3. Auxiliary graph
Let Ga  Va ; Ea  represent the auxiliary graph
of the given physical network topology graph Gp ,
where Va is the set of vertices and Ea is the set of
edges. Let the wavelength channels available on a
link be K  k1 ; k2 ; . . . ; kw , the total number of
wavelengths being w. We construct w copies of the
physical network. Let the cost function associated
with the edges of the auxiliary graph Ga be de®ned
as Ca : Va XVa ! I. The converter cost Cw is greater
than the longest wavelength continuous path in the
network.
Construct auxiliary graph 
begin
Vtemp  V , Etemp  E
Initialize Va  /; Ea  /
While Vtemp 6 / do
begin
Choose the next element in Vtemp ; Call it ve .
Va  Va [ fve ; v0e g
/* v0e is a new supernode of ve */
Ea  Ea [ f ve ; v0e ; v0e ; ve g
Ca ve ; v0e   0, Ca v0e ; ve   0
Vtemp  Vtemp ÿ fve g
for p  1; p 6 w ÿ 1; p  
begin
/* w is the number of wavelengths */
/* create a new vertex with node number */
Va  Va [ veN p 
Ea  Ea [ f v0e ; veN p ; veN p ; v0e g
Ca v0e ; veN p   0; Ca veN p ; v0e   0
end
end
while Etemp 6 / do
begin
choose the next edge in Etemp ; call it vi ; vj 
E a  Ea [ v i ; v j 
Etemp  Etemp ÿ vi ; vj 
Ca v i ; v j   C l v i ; v j 
for (p  1; p 6 w ÿ 1; p++)
begin
Ea  Ea [ viN p ; vjN p 
Ca viN p ; vjN p   Cl vi ; vj 
end
end
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/* add converter edges */
Vtemp  V
While Vtemp 6 / do
begin
Choose the next element in Vtemp ; Call it ve .
for p  0; p < w; p  
for q  0; q < w; q  
if p 6 q and ve has a converter then
begin
Ea  Ea [ f veN p ; veN q g
Ca veN p ; veN q   Cw
end
end
end
4. Problem
We are given a physical network Gp V ; E; C; K
consisting of a ®nite set of nodes V  v1 ;
v2 ; . . . ; vn , a ®nite set of links E  f vi ; vj  j
vi ; vj 2 V ^ vi 6 vj g, where each link is an
ordered pair, and a set of wavelength channels
ki 2 K where i  1; 2; . . . ; w. The objectives are
to,
· reduce the number of wavelength converters in
the network;
· determine a near optimal placement of wavelength converters to reduce the overall blocking
probability;
· reduce signal distortion by minimizing the number of cascaded conversions and limiting the
range of wavelength conversion;
· to distribute the load uniformly by employing
congestion control using dynamically varying
state of the network.
4.1. Assumptions
· Each ®ber link corresponds to a pair of unidirectional optical ®bers.
· Each node can locally add or drop the optical
signals. The required number of transmitters
and receivers are available at each node.
· Each routing node is a recon®gurable switch. It
may have full wavelength convertibility, limited
wavelength convertibility or no wavelength convertibility.
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· Connection requests arrive at Poisson rate with
exponential holding time. Connections requests
can originate at any node and be wavelength
routed to any other node in the network.
· The lightpath connection requests that are
blocked do not return.
· The network topology is static and is not recon®gured during the computation.
· The ®rst idle wavelength is assigned for a computed path (®rst-®t strategy).
5. Analytical model
An analytical model for the placement of
wavelength converters in a ring network and an
expression for the limited range wavelength conversion is derived in this section. Consider the
example shown in Fig. 2, with the lightpaths established between nodes 1±2, 3±4, and 1±3 on k1 ,
k1 , k2 , respectively.
Each ®ber supports two wavelengths, k1 and k2 .
If the next lightpath connection request is to be
established between 2±4, then this request can be
set up only on a two hop path; 2±3 on k1 and 3±4
on k2 . This is possible only if the wavelength
routing node has a wavelength converter at node
3, otherwise, the call is blocked (Fig. 2). Thus,
nodes with wavelength conversion capability reduce the call blocking probability and establish
long lightpaths.
Consider a linear chain of L hops as shown in
Fig. 3. Let w be the number of wavelengths
available on a ®ber link, x be the probability that a
wavelength is used on a link (wavelength occupancy), then xw represents the expected number of
busy wavelengths in a ®ber link. It is assumed that
a wavelength used on a link is statistically independent of other links and other wavelengths [29].

Fig. 2. Wavelength conversion at node 3.

Fig. 3. A L hop linear network.

In a network without wavelength converters, a
lightpath connection request is blocked between p
and q when every wavelength of the wavelength set
w is used on atleast one of the L links; the expression for blocking probability Pnwc is obtained
by

L w
1
Pnwc  1 ÿ 1 ÿ x :
In a network with wavelength converters at all
the nodes, a lightpath connection request is
blocked between p and q when every wavelength of
the wavelength set w is used on one of the L links;
the expression for probability Pwc is
L

Pwc  1 ÿ 1 ÿ xw  :

2

Expressions (1) and (2) suggests that the blocking
probability with and without wavelength converters increases with the increase in the number of
hops. The blocking probability increases rapidly in
the case of a network without wavelength converters and hence it is necessary to keep the path
length small, i.e., small network diameter. On the
other hand, blocking probability is much lower
and ®ber utilization is higher in the networks with
wavelength converters.
Bene®t of wavelength conversion increases with
the length of a path and decreases with the increase
in the number of wavelengths. It also depends on
the number of wavelengths, network topology and
the trac matrix characteristics. In dense networks, the eectiveness of the wavelength converters is limited, whereas in a completely
connected network, wavelength converters are not
needed as all the lightpath request connections are
single hops. On the other hand, the converters in a
sparsely connected networks do not mix the connection requests well, causing load correlation in
successive links.
Expressions (1) and (2) can be extended to
multi®bers where each link consists of m ®bers and
the blocking probability without and with wavelength converters is given by expressions (3) and
(4), respectively
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L w
Pnwc  1 ÿ 1 ÿ xm  ;

3

Pwc  1 ÿ 1 ÿ xmw L :

4

The multiplicity of links diminishes the gain
obtained by the networks equipped with wavelength converters. By increasing the number of ®bers, the network without wavelength converters
are favored as the utilization of the network depends more on the multiplicity of links rather than
the number of wavelengths.
5.1. Placement of wavelength converters
In [29], expressions for blocking probability are
derived for a linear path with and without converters. This model along with Eqs. (1) and (2) can
be used to determine the optimal placement of
wavelength converters in a ring network for independent and uniform link loads. The objective is to
position C converters in a ring of L nodes (L links)
in order to minimize the blocking probability of an
end-to-end call. Let the wavelength occupancy of
all the links be equal, i.e., x. A segment is de®ned
as a set of links between two successive wavelength
converters. Therefore, C converters in a ring will
create C segments and let the length of the segments be denoted by the segment length vector SC
 s1 ; s2 ; s3 ; . . . ; sCÿ1 ; sC , where si is the link length
of
PC the ith segment, i  1; 2; . . . ; C ÿ 1; C and
i1 si  L. The probability of success P si  in
each of the subsegment length si can be determined
from expression (5) and as follows:
p si   1 ÿ 1 ÿ 1 ÿ xsi w :

5

Let the probability of success in a ring with segment length vector SC denoted by P SC ; then
P SC  

C
Y

p si :

i1

Let the success probability for optimal placement
of C converters in a ring of L hop path be denoted
by
ÿ

6
Popt L; C  P SCopt  max P SC ;
SC

SCopt

is the optimum segment length vector.
where
 L=C, where i 
If C divides L, then sopt
i
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1; 2; . . . ; C ÿ 1; C is the optimal segment length
vector. In order to prove this, it is sucient to
show that
  C
C
C
Y
Y
ÿ opt 
L
p si
P P SC  
p si 
7
 p
C
i1
i1
for any valid segment length vector. Taking logarithm of Eq. (7), the expression transforms to
 
C
L
1 X
P
ln p si ;
8
ln p
C
C i1
where si 's are the members of a valid segment
length vector. The function ln p si  is a concave
function of the continuous variable si 2 0; L. The
concavity of the function is sucient for the optimality of uniform placement of wavelength
converters in a ring. The probability of success of a
call in a ring with optimal placement of wavelength converters is given by
  C
L
:
9
Popt L; C  p
C
This expression is exact only if C divides L. If C
does not divide L, then the integral constraint on
the segment lengths will make the above expression an upper bound on the probability of success.
In such a case, the converters should be placed as
uniformly as possible, that is, z  L ÿ y  C segments of length y  1 and C ÿ z segments of length
y where y  bL=Cc. The blocking probability will
be higher for random placement of wavelength
converters [41]. This model can be extended to a
path as proposed in [39].
Models provided by Barry and co-workers
[29,42] may be modi®ed to derive expressions for
the near optimal placement of wavelength converters in a large arbitrary mesh network which is
a set of interconnected rings or conglomeration of
a large number of paths. It is dicult to compute
the optimal location of the wavelength converters
in arbitrary mesh networks as the problem is NP
complete [1]. The genetic algorithm can be applied
for the near optimal placement of wavelength
converters but it is computationally expensive [43].
In this paper, a heuristic is proposed for placement
of wavelength converters in arbitrary mesh
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networks to achieve reduced call blocking probability of the network.
5.2. Limited range wavelength conversion
Wavelength conversion introduces distortion in
the optical signal and the signal deteriorates rapidly in the process of cascading wavelength conversions. In optoelectronic wavelength converters,
optical signal can be transformed from any
wavelength to any other wavelength without degradation. All-optical wavelength converters are
generally only capable of limited range wavelength
conversion and the optical signal from input to
output wavelength remains entirely in the optical
domain. In FWM, wavelength conversion is a
strong function of the input and output wavelengths and there is a signi®cant degradation if the
output signal is far away from the wavelength of
the input signal. Hence, it is desirable to limit the
range of wavelength conversion to reduce the optical signal distortion. The decrease in output
power is nearly symmetrical about the input
wavelength, i.e., a conversion from an input
wavelength of 1520 nm to an output wavelength of
1530 nm produces nearly the same output power
as a conversion from 1520 to 1510 nm. The
wavelengths used are within the 35 nm range
(1525±1560 nm) of the low loss Erbium Doped
Fiber Ampli®er [44]. Limited wavelength conversion reduces the hardware costs of the optical
switching nodes. Theoretical studies show that
most of the reduction in the blocking probabilities
is achieved using limited range wavelength conversion. Sparse or limited wavelength conversion
can be of three types; (i) a limited number of nodes
are provided with full range wavelength convertibility, (ii) a limited number of full range wavelength converters are placed at all nodes (share-per
link or share-per-node), (iii) a limited range of
wavelength conversion is only possible at the
nodes. This paper explores the ®rst and the third
types of limited wavelength conversion.

for various combinations of input and output
wavelengths. It is also a moot point whether to
allow a larger number of lower loss wavelength
conversions or accept a smaller number of highloss signal conversions so that the total signal degradation is below an acceptable level. A modi®ed
shortest path algorithm is used in an auxiliary
graph to limit the number of cascaded wavelength
conversions in [2].
The concept of adjacent wavelength conversion
(AWC) model is introduced in [45]. Here, an incoming wavelength can be transformed to a small
subset of nearby wavelengths at the output port
i.e., an incoming wavelength can be converted only
to a subset consisting of d adjacent wavelengths on
either side. This can be de®ned as d adjacent
wavelength conversion and the set of output
wavelengths as convertible wavelength set. This
model is dierent from the threshold model described in [38] where the boundary wavelengths are
restricted from switching to adjacent wavelengths.
The AWC model for limited range wavelength
conversion is depicted in Fig. 4. It consists of two
links, each of which has w wavelengths. The node 2
between the links 1 and 2 contains w wavelength
converters each of which can take a single input
wavelength and convert to d adjacent wavelengths
on either side. A input signal entering on a wavelength ki is converted into one of the wavelengths
in the range of k iÿd to k id . For example, an
input signal entering a node on the wavelength k2
can be transmitted by the wavelength converter on
the second link on wavelengths k1 or k3 (the
number of wavelengths per ®ber link is four) apart
from k2 for adjacent wavelength conversion degree
d  1.
An expression for the blocking probability using limited range wavelength conversion can be
derived from expressions (1) and (2). Let ki;j be the

5.3. Adjacent wavelength conversion (AWC)
The existing all-optical wavelength converters
exhibit dierent levels of degradation of the signals

Fig. 4. Adjacent wavelength conversion at node 2.
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event that the path beginning with wavelength ki
on hop j and terminating on the ®nal hop H is
blocked. Then, the blocking probability between j
and H is given by p ki;j . Let r i be the set of
permissible output wavelengths for a limited range
wavelength converter with the input wavelength ki ;
then de®ne kr i;j1 to be the event that all paths
commencing on a wavelength within the set r i
are blocked from j  1 onwards. Hence, the
probability of not establishing a lightpath from the
hop j  1 to hop H using any of the permissible
wavelength conversions from wavelength ki on the
hop j is given by p kr i;j1 . The blocking probability between the hop j and hop H from every
wavelength on hop j can be computed as follows:
p(path Vblocked from hop j to hop H)
w
 p i1 ki;j 
The above equation can be computed by evaluating each of the ki;j elements as in [38]. A lightpath beginning on the wavelength ki on hop j is
blocked either if all the permissible wavelength
conversions from the wavelength ki on hop j lead
to paths which are blocked or if the wavelength ki
is itself blocked on the hop j. The probability of
the wavelength ki being occupied on the hop j is x
as de®ned earlier and it is independent of all other
paths commencing from the hop j. On the other
hand, the probability that all of the permissible
conversions from wavelength ki on hop j leading to
blocked paths are not in general independent of
the other lightpaths beginning from the hop j,
hence this probability cannot be evaluated directly.
In fact, the blocking probability from hop j is expressed in terms of the blocking probabilities from
subsequent links within the path and the expression is recursively evaluated until the ®nal hop is
reached. It can be mathematically represented as
follows:
p path blocked from hop j to hop H 
!
w
^
ki;j
p
i1

 p kw;j ^

w
ÿ1
^
i1

!!
ki;j

p

ÿ
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kw used on hop j _ kr w;j1 ^

xp

wÿ1
^

w
ÿ1
^

!!
ki;j

i1

!
ki;j

i1

 1 ÿ x  p

w
ÿ1
^

!
ki;j

!
^ kr w;j1 :

i1

The blocking probability PB of the path is determined by computing the probability that no path
exists from hop 1 to hop H. Thus,
!
w
^
ki;1
10
PB  p
i1

This is evaluated recursively from Eq. (10) in terms
of x and H. The probability of a path being
blocked on a given wavelength on hop H is given
by x with each path being independent. The above
equation reduces to Eqs. (1) and (2), where
kr i;j1  kVi;j1 (no wavelength conversion) and
w
kr i;j1  i1 ki;j1 (full range wavelength conversion)
Eq. (10) allows us to analyze the blocking
probability for a path with limited range wavelength conversion. This can also be used to describe wavelength converters which use tunable
transmitters with limited tuning ranges. If we allow one wavelength either side of the input
wavelength, the allowed output wavelengths from
the input wavelength ki on link j are kmax iÿ1;1 , ki ,
and kmin i1;w , for 1 6 i 6 w. In a general case, the
conversions of d wavelengths are permitted on either side of the input wavelength, then permitted
output wavelengths on the succeeding hop will
range from kmax iÿd;1 , to kmin id;w . Thus
kr i;j1 

min^
id;w

kl;j1 :

11

lmax iÿd;1

The degree of wavelength conversion, D, is de®ned as follows:
D

100d
%:
w ÿ 1

12

If there are four channels per ®ber link (i.e., w  4)
and the wavelength conversion permissible is one
wavelength on either side of the input wavelength
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(d  1), the degree of wavelength conversion is
D  33:33%. It indicates that the FWM limited
range wavelength converter can convert either side
from a given input wavelength by D% of the total
range of wavelength conversion. The full range
wavelength conversion is given by D  100% and
no wavelength conversion implies D  0%.
5.4. Analytical results of blocking probabilities
Eq. (10) can be used to compute the blocking
probability for a particular path as a function of
utilization x and the degree of conversion d. The
blocking probability versus the utilization for a
two hop path for four wavelengths per ®ber link is
shown in Fig. 5. For example, when the utilization
is x  0.18, the blocking probability is 12  10ÿ3
with no conversion and reduces almost by an order
of magnitude to 2  10ÿ3 with full range wavelength conversion. Fig. 5 shows that there is a
signi®cant improvement in performance for all
values of x using limited range wavelength conversion. With 33% wavelength conversion range,
the blocking probabilities close to that of full
range wavelength conversion is obtained and if the
degree of conversion is increased to 66%, the difference in the performance of limited range
wavelength conversion and full range wavelength
conversion reduces further.

In multihop paths, there is a steep rise in the
blocking probability without wavelength converters as it is dicult to ®nd a single wavelength
that can be allocated over all hops. However, the
blocking probability is signi®cantly reduced if full
wavelength conversion is permitted. Networks
with wavelength converters are more `fair' to the
paths of varying length as the blocking probability is no longer a signi®cant function of the
path length [1]. The analysis of limited range
converters in two hop paths can be extended to
multihops.

6. Algorithms
6.1. Dynamic lightpath establishment
This algorithm computes the shortest path using
which a lightpath connection is setup dynamically
between the source s and destination d in the
auxiliary graph Ga (discussed in the previous
chapter) by considering the network state. Appropriate weights are assigned to the link edges
and converter edges based on the delay in ®ber
links and the cost of wavelength conversion respectively to ensure a minimum multihop path
between an s ÿ d pair.

Fig. 5. Blocking probability for two hops with limited range wavelength conversion, four wavelengths.
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6.2. Placement of limited range converters
The placement of wavelength converters for
SLE in a ring network has been explored in [22]. In
the case of DLE, the limited range wavelength
converters are placed uniformly as derived in the
expression earlier.
6.2.1. Ring network
· Limited range wavelength converters are placed
at a distance of L=C in a ring network for uniform trac with L links and C converters if C
divides L.
· Limited range wavelength converters are placed
as uniformly as possible in a ring network, i.e.,
z  L ÿ y  C segments of length y  1 and
C ÿ z segments of length y where y  bL=Cc,
if C does not divide L.
6.2.2. Arbitrary mesh network
The placement of wavelength converters in
arbitrary mesh network is a NP complete problem [1]. A large number of lightpaths may transit
through the nodes with high degree and hence
wavelength conversions may be inevitable at these
nodes [3]. In order to determine the placement of
wavelength converters in arbitrary mesh networks, we ®rst obtain certain trac parameters
by simulation assuming full convertibility at all
the nodes. The parameters are, the number of
lightpaths passing through a node, the number of
wavelength conversions performed at a node and
the average length of the lightpaths passing
through the node. These trac statistics for the
14-node NSFNET, 30-node INET, 28-node USA
long haul network and 19-node EON are computed at 120 Erlangs load and this pattern is
similar over a wide range of loads. Simulations
are carried out at 120 Erlang loads with full
range wavelength converters at all nodes with
Poisson arrivals and exponential holding time.
These statistics enable us to place the wavelength
converters in the most appropriate positions in
the network. There is a strong correlation between the degree of a node and its transit trac.
The following heuristic is used for placement of
wavelength converters in arbitrary mesh networks
[41].
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(a) Nodes with high transit trac.
(b) Nodes which lie on long lightpaths.
(c) Nodes which convert a large number of optical signals.
The number of wavelength converters is limited to
less than one-third of the nodes of the network.
The number of wavelength converters can be reduced further in the case of large networks. More
weightage is given to nodes which transit large
number of signals (around 60±70%).
6.3. Adjacent wavelength conversion
In the adjacent wavelength conversion model,
the wavelength is assigned from a set of available
wavelengths at the instance of the establishment of
the connection for a path. Initially, a connection
request is attempted using a single wavelength. If a
single wavelength is not available, then a minimum
wavelength conversion path with d  1 (conversion range) is chosen. We move on to conversion
degree d  2 in case of failure to establish a connection with wavelength conversion range d  1.
It is achieved by choosing the weights of the
wavelength converter arcs in the auxiliary graph
appropriately. This algorithm eectively reduces
the signal distortion in the network.
6.4. Congestion control
Congestion factor is de®ned as the number of
lightpaths passing through the heaviest loaded
link,
Congestion  max li ;
where li represents the utilization of the ith ®ber
link. Congestion is controlled by dynamically
changing the weights of certain arcs in the auxiliary graph, thus balancing the load in the network.
When the arc corresponding to the kk channel of a
link vi ; vj  is used for setting up a lightpath, the
weights of the arcs in the auxiliary graph Ga corresponding to all the other wavelengths of the link
vi ; vj  that are not assigned are incremented.
These weights are decremented by the same value
when the lightpath is taken down. The increment
or decrement values are computed using a linear or
non-linear function based on the current weights
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of the arcs and the number of available wavelength
channels. The dierence between the maximum
and the minimum number of wavelength channels
utilized in the links of the network converges and
results in lower blocking probability.
The function Adjust link wtts  is used to dynamically adjust the weights of the edges in the
auxiliary graph Ga . When a path P is established,
the weights of the edges in the auxiliary graph that
correspond to the edges in the path are increased
by a factor of wtt and they are reduced by the same
weight when the lightpath is released. The
pseudocode for the congestion control algorithm is
given below.
Congestion Control
Adjust link wtts 
while P 6 / do
begin
choose the next edge in P; call it vi ; vj 
vi  vimodN , vj  vjmodN
if (the edge removed) then
begin
for p  1; p < w ÿ 1; p  
if vipN ; vjpN  2 Ea  then
increment Ca vipN ; vjpN  by wtt
else for p  1; p < w ÿ 1; p  
if vipN ; vjpN  2 Ea  then
begin
decrement Ca vipN ; vjpN  by wtt
remove vi ; vj  from path P
end
end
end
7. Simulation
7.1. Performance evaluation
This subsection describes the details of the simulation for determining the network performance
by using the techniques proposed in the paper for
dynamic lightpath establishment, placement of
limited range wavelength converters and congestion
control. The parameters of the physical network
topology Gp  such as the ®ber link weights, and the
wavelengths available per ®ber link are taken as

input and an auxiliary graph Ga is constructed. A
request queue is necessary to hold the lightpath requests that are being serviced at any instant of time.
It is a prioritized queue in which the lightpath requests are ordered according to their expirytime.
The lightpath request source±destination pairs, arrival time and holding time according to a speci®ed
distribution are generated. The timer is incremented
to the next lightpath request arrival time.
A path to route the lightpath request using
ShortestPath algorithm is computed with the least
number of wavelength conversions. If a path exists, enqueue the lightpath connection request, remove its path edges from the auxiliary graph and
increment the weights of their corresponding edges
as a congestion control measure. If a path does not
exist, block the lightpath connection request.
Lightpath connections (from request queue) which
have been serviced are dequeued, their corresponding path edges in the auxiliary graph are
replaced and decremented. The psuedocode of the
simulation is given below.
Simulation
begin
Read the parameters of Gp
Initialize req q ;
Construct auxiliary graph 
Initialize timer
while timer < max time
begin
timer  Generate arriv time
of next sd pair 
while front element in req q !
expirytime < timer
begin /* element to be removed from the
queue */
Dequeue 
Restore path edges in auxiliary graph 
Adjust link wtts 
end
Generate next sd pair 
request hold time  Generate hold time 
begin
/* path with minimum conversions*/
ShortestPath s; d
if cost 6 INFINITY 
/* INFINITY is a large constant */
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begin
Enqueue 
Adjust link wtts 
Remove path edges
from auxiliary graph 
end
end
end
end
7.2. Illustrative examples
In a 12-node ring network, a single limited
range wavelength converter is placed at node 7 for
SLE. For DLE (Fig. 6), the converters are placed
at 1, 5 and 9 for uniform trac if C divides L;
otherwise, the converters should be placed as
uniformly as possible as derived in the expression
earlier.
Fig. 7 shows the 14-node NSFNET and the
placement of ®ve wavelength converters. The reasons for their placement is given in the parenthesis.
The wavelength converters are placed in the following order: 4(a, c), 9(a, c), 7(a, c), 6(a, c, b) and
11(a, c, b).
The 19-node European Optical Network (EON)
is shown in Fig. 8. The wavelength converters are
placed at nodes 1(a, c), 9(a, c), 17(b, c), 7(a, c),
4(a, c), 2(a, c, b) and 8(a).
The 28-node USA long haul network is shown
in Fig. 9. The wavelength converters are placed at
nodes 14(a, c), 12(a, c), 18(a, c), 17(a, b), 10(a, c),
5(a, b), 16(a, c), 26(a, b) and 9(a, b, c).

Fig. 7. 14-node NSFNET network with wavelength converters.

Fig. 8. 19-node European Optical Network (EON) with
wavelength converters.

Fig. 9. 28-node USA long haul network with wavelength converters.

Fig. 6. 12-node ring network.

The placement of wavelength converters in the
30-node INET network is based on the heuristic
described earlier in the algorithm. The wavelength
converters are placed in the following order and
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Fig. 10. 30-node INET network with wavelength converters.

reasons for placing nine wavelength converters are
given in the parenthesis: 30(a, c), 2(b), 24(a, c),
23(b, c), 26(c), 27(a), 15(a, c), 29(b, c) and 8(a).
Fig. 10 shows the placement of the converters for
the INET.
8. Numerical results
Simulations have been used to examine the
performance of placement of limited range wave-

length converters in the 12-node ring, 14-node
NSFNET, 28-node USA long haul network, 19node EON and 30-node INET mesh networks.
The adjacency wavelength conversion model is
used for limited range wavelength conversion. The
placement of wavelength converters in a ring and
mesh networks are given by the algorithm described earlier. The assumptions are the following:
· An auxiliary graph is constructed for the given
network as described earlier. See also [2,46].
· In the static routing, ®xed routes have been used
and in dynamic routing, connection is established using minimum number of hops, i.e., ®rst,
wavelength continuous path followed by minimum number of limited range wavelength conversion path.
· Uniform trac distribution exists between all
source±destination pairs.
In the 12-node ring network, the blocking
probabilities for six and eight wavelengths have
been plotted in Fig. 11 for SLE. It has been observed by us that the blocking probability decreases with the increase in the number of
wavelengths per ®ber links. A limited range
wavelength converter placed in a ring gives the
same performance as that of a network with full
convertibility at all the nodes for the load w, where
w is the maximum number of channels utilzed in a
link of the network. This is clearly evident in
Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Static lightpath establishment for 12-node ring with six and eight wavelengths.
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In the 12 node-ring network, the blocking
probability performance is examined with respect
to dynamic lightpath establishment. At lower
loads, the blocking probability with wavelength
converters is signi®cantly lower and improves
further at medium loads. At high loads, the networks without wavelength converters perform
slightly better than the wavelength converter networks. This is due to certain long lightpaths that
are established by the use of wavelength converters
and the lightpaths with smaller path lengths which
arrive later being blocked. Hence, though the ®ber
utilization is higher in wavelength convertible
networks, the utilization of the ®ber by long
lightpaths leads to increase in the overall blocking
probability of the wavelength convertible networks than the networks without wavelength
converters. The blocking probability is higher
when the nodes do not have wavelength converters; this is an account of lower utilization of the
®ber links due to fragmentation problem, i.e.,
even-though dierent wavelength channels are
available on the ®ber links, the connection request
cannot be established due to wavelength continuity constraint imposed by the non-availability of
wavelength converters. Fig. 12 displays the above
observations.
In the case of Dynamic lightpath establishment
for ring networks, the increase in the number of
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wavelength converters beyond three improve the
blocking probability performance only to a limited
extent. This is evident in Fig. 13 which shows that
there is only a marginal improvement after two or
three converters are placed in the network. The
blocking probabilities increase with increasing
load and are examined for 20, 25 and 30 Erlang
loads.
The 30-node INET network has been explored
for the usage of limited range wavelength converters. It has been observed that the blocking
probabilities are lower in the case of limited
range wavelength converters at all the nodes.
The blocking probabilities improve signi®cantly
with just 20% wavelength range conversion and
the performance is very close to full range
wavelength conversion with 40% wavelength
range conversion. This is shown in Fig. 14.
As the load increases, the overall blocking
probability of the wavelength continuous network is slightly better for the reasons explained
earlier. This phenomenon depends upon the
network topology and the connectivity of the
network.
In order to limit the use of expensive wavelength converters, they are placed only in a few
nodes of the network, though the ideal choice is
to have wavelength converters at all nodes. A
trade-o between the number of wavelength

Fig. 12. Dynamic lightpath establishment for 12-node ring with and without conversion, six wavelengths.
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Fig. 13. 12-node ring with converters, six wavelengths.

Fig. 14. Limited range converters at all nodes in 30-node INET.

converters and the blocking probabilities is
explored here. The converters are placed according to the heuristics described earlier. The usage
of only nine 40% limited range wavelength converters as shown in Fig. 10 gives the blocking
probability performance very close to the full
range wavelength converters placed at all the
nodes of the network. In FWM wavelength conversion technique, the distortion is proportional
to the distance of the conversion range. Hence,

this technique of placing limited range wavelength converters reduces the optical signal distortion and also gives a good blocking
probability performance. Thus, there are three
important advantages of such a network model,
i.e., blocking probability is reduced by using
wavelength converters; the cost is reduced due to
limited number of wavelength converters; signal
distortion is reduced due to limited range conversion and minimum number of cascaded
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wavelength conversions. Fig. 15 shows that the
blocking probabilities obtained with 20% limited
range wavelength conversion, 40% limited range
wavelength conversion, full range wavelength
conversions at a few nodes and full range wavelength conversions at all the nodes are very close
to each other.
In Fig. 16, the blocking probabilities for the
14-node NSFNET is carried out by using limited
wavelength conversion only at ®ve nodes of the
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network as shown in Fig. 7. It is interesting to
note that the performance is similar to that of the
30-node INET. The placement of the converters
is based on the heuristic described in the algorithm. Another signi®cant observation is that the
network without wavelength converters has lower
blocking probability at high loads (crossover effect). It is also observed that the crossover eect is
a function of the number of wavelengths (at
lower loads for smaller number of wavelengths),

Fig. 15. Limited range converters at few nodes in 30-node INET.

Fig. 16. Limited range converters in 14-node NSFNET network, eight wavelengths.
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size of the network and occurs only at higher
blocking probabilities (greater than 15%). The
networks are normally designed for 1±2% blocking probability and hence this need not be considered [47]. This phenomenon occurs due to the
sub-optimal algorithms used for routing and can
be eliminated by using optimal routing algorithms. The crossover eect is observed at much
lower loads in the 14-node NSFNET when
compared to the 30-node INET. This is due to
higher wavelength reuse in the 30-node INET.
Finally, the number of limited range wavelength
converters used can be varied depending on the
required blocking probability performance of the
network.
In Fig. 17, for 28-node USA long haul network,
the blocking probability is plotted as a parameter
with and without congestion control in the network. When a connection is established, the edges
of the path are removed from the auxiliary graph
and the weight of the corresponding edges are increased by a constant or a linear function or a
non-linear function. The weights are decreased
correspondingly when the edges are replaced after
the connection is serviced. This algorithm ensures
that the ®ber links are utilized uniformly
throughout the network contributing to lower
blocking probability than when the congestion
control is not used. Fig. 17 demonstrates the

dierence in the blocking probabilities with and
without congestion control.
9. Conclusions
In summary, we have explored the impact of the
limited range wavelength converters in WDM
wavelength routed all-optical networks. At present, the optical converters are only capable of
limited range wavelength conversion and the distortion of the optical signal is proportional to the
distance of the wavelength conversion. An analytical model for the placement of wavelength
converters in a ring network for uniform and independent load on links is derived. Wavelength
converters in a ring network are placed as uniformly as possible. The placement of wavelength
converters in arbitrary mesh networks is NP
complete and hence a simple heuristic has been
proposed. Limited range wavelength converters
are placed at the nodes with high nodal degree
which transit large amount of trac and convert a
large number of optical signals. In addition, nodes
which lie on long lightpaths also need wavelength
converters to give a performance reasonably close
to that of a network with full range convertibility
at all nodes. Hence, the limited range wavelength
conversion at a limited number of nodes are viable

Fig. 17. Blocking probability with and without congestion control-adaptive approach.
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and cost eective. The placement of limited range
wavelength converters in 14-node NSFNET, 19node EON, 28-node USA long haul network and
30-node INET are in agreement with our analysis.
Share-per-link wavelength converters are used to
increase the utility of the wavelength converters.
This concept reduces the cost of the wavelength
converters and the complexity of the switches.
Blocking probability improves with the increase in
the number of wavelengths. The dynamic lightpath
establishment algorithm has been used to reduce
the number of cascaded wavelength conversions
and the wavelength assignment and conversion
technique reduces the range of wavelength conversion resulting in lower signal distortion. The
weights of the edges in the auxiliary graph are
dynamically varied to control congestion in the
network. Reduction in the number of wavelength
conversions and controlling congestion reduces the
overall delay in the network. To sum up, wavelength convertible networks are the state-of-the-art
of the all-optical networks.
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